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Accurate determination of fry oil quality  
with the new FOM 320 food oil monitor 

 

INGOLSTADT – (November 4, 2013) – As successor of the FOM 310 food oil monitor, ebro 

launches the FOM 320 with new, robust sensor protection for reliable and accurate 

determination of the food oil quality. The device measures the fry oil quality with the help of a 

fully protected sensor in the range of 0% to 40 % TPM (Total Polar Materials) at an oil 

temperature of +50 °C to +200 °C (+122 °F to 392 °F). Both the temperature and the polar 

materials or rather TPM are legibly indicated in the large display. The operation with only one 

button makes for the easy handling. 

 

A green, yellow or red flashing LED shows the fry oil quality or rather the right point of time for 

the exchange of the fry oil. In this way, a consistent high food quality is assured. The 

measured curve is programmed by the factory, but different oil grades and mixtures can be 

adjusted by the user or can be factory programmed. 

 

The housing is food safe, waterproof (IP 67) and impact resistant and the robust sensor can be 

wiped clean easily after the measurement. The oil quality device is available in a set including 

a protection cover and a carrying case and is delivered with a calibration certificate. 

 
 
Please find more information at www.ebro.com. 
 

 

About ebro Electronic 

ebro Electronic is a fast growing, innovative manufacturer of electronic measurement 

instruments that are used in food, medicine and pharmacy. As a business unit of Xylem`s 

WTW GmbH, ebro sells its range of proprietary temperature, humidity, pressure, oil quality, 

and other instruments in over 100 countries. Xylem is a company headquartered in the U.S. 

with over 12,000 employees worldwide and over $3.8 Billion in annual revenues in 2012  that 

produces superior quality pumping, water treatment, and analytical  instrumentation.  

 
Please find more information at www.ebro.com. 
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About Xylem 

Xylem (NYSE: XYL) is a leading global water technology provider, enabling customers to 

transport, treat, test and efficiently use water in public utility, residential and commercial 

building services, industrial and agricultural settings. The company does business in more than 

150 countries through a number of market-leading product brands, and its people bring broad 

applications expertise with a strong focus on finding local solutions to the world’s most 

challenging water and wastewater problems. Xylem is headquartered in White Plains, N.Y., 

with 2012 annual revenues of $3.8 billion and 12,500 employees worldwide. In 2012, Xylem 

was named to the Dow Jones Sustainability World Index for advancing sustainable business 

practices and solutions worldwide. 

 

The name Xylem is derived from classical Greek and is the tissue that transports water in 

plants, highlighting the engineering efficiency of our water-centric business by linking it with the 

best water transportation of all -- that which occurs in nature.  

 

For more information, please visit us at www.xyleminc.com.  
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